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Town of Waldoboro 

AD Gray Subcommittee Minutes 

Meeting was held at the Town Office and via Zoom 

December 15, 2020 

1. Call to Order 

Attending members at the starting time of 3:00 pm starting time: Surran Pyne (Chair) (Remote), Bruce 

Metrick (Vice-Chair) (Remote), Freeman Zausner (Remote), Bob Butler (Remote), Jann Minzy, Ben Vail, 

Julie Keizer, and Max Johnstone for minutes.  

Audience: Victoria (Vikki) Bell (neighbor) was at the Town Office. Tibby Kull (neighbor) attended via Zoom. 

 

2. Adjustments to the Agenda 

None 

 

3. Minutes 

Surran suggested adding “meeting” between “four minutes” in the December 1st meeting minutes. 

Bruce-Freeman motioned to accept the minutes as amended. Motion passed 6-0. 

 

4. Citizens Comments 

Vikki Bell said to consider a park for the property. 

Tibby Kull said she is not opposed to senior housing but thinks AD Gray would be better as a park. 

 

After New Business, Vikki said that she and some new neighbors did not know about the Volunteers of 

America proposal when it was first mentioned. Vikki also believes that Volunteers of America has 

contradicted themselves. The example Vikki gave is regarding the number of cars and how Volunteers of 

America has said there would be some cars and no cars. Bruce mentioned that the presentations done by 

Volunteers of America were advertised either by mail or with ads in the Lincoln County news; Vikki said 

she reads the Lincoln County News but even she does not see the ads all the time. Bruce mentioned that 

some people just cannot see all the notices.  

Tibby mentioned that Julie once told her that there was enough opposition from the Tim Wells proposal 

to have the Subcommittee turn it down, and she wondered what is needed to do the same for Volunteers 

of America’s proposal; Julie mentioned that the opposition to Tim Wells’ proposal was in addition to 

zoning concerns for the additional floors, and there has been more vocal support for the Volunteers of 

America’s proposal as compared to Tim Wells’; Bruce added that there was concern from Subcommittee 

members about Tim Wells’ proposal having enough financial backing. 

 

5. Old Business 

None. 

 

6. New Business 

Surran spoke with Bob Butler prior to the AD Gray Subcommittee meeting. Bob believes that Surran has 

a conflict of interest based on her proposal with the park that was presented to the Select Board. Surran 

said she would step down from the AD Gray Subcommittee, continue pursuing her park proposal by 

discussing it with the Recreation Committee, and asked to be welcomed back in the event the park 

proposal is not accepted; Bob said that the information will be passed to the Select Board and thanks 

Surran for her cooperation, and believes it is a good idea since Surran’s public appearance advocating for 

a different project while the Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) with Volunteers of America is being 

negotiated could be seen as a conflict. Bob has no issue with Surran’s proposal for a park and for the 

fundraising but thinks it could be a clear conflict if she is setting the terms for one proposal’s agreement 

while actively pursuing a competitive proposal. Surran would like a verbal confirmation—specifically from 
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Jann and Bob—about being welcomed back in case her park does not gain traction; Bob said he has no 

issue; Jann said she is open to it; both Bob and Jann pointed out that the Select Board will need to discuss 

Surran being welcomed back to the Subcommittee. Jann took a moment to say that she was surprised 

seeing the park plans from Surran at the Select Board meeting involved tearing down the school. Jann 

mentioned that Surran called before that Select Board meeting and gave the impression that the two 

projects would work together. 

Bruce said that there have been mixed messages going throughout Town about the process for the MOU, 

and that the recent Select Board intervention added to the confusion; Julie said that there was a 

misinterpretation from the AD Gray Subcommittee about the order members of the Subcommittee had 

to address the negotiations in the post-election timeframe.  

Freeman asked when the Recreation Committee will meet to discuss the proposal; Surran said Marcus 

Benner (Recreation Director) would have the meeting on January 27th to work with the schedules for all 

the Committee members.  

Note: From this point on, Surran Pyne resigned/ left the meeting. Bruce Metrick is officially the Chair. 

Bob asked if Bruce will negotiate in good faith; Bruce said that he has held two strong points from the 

beginning based on his belief that the two points will benefit the Town for decades. Bruce mentioned that 

his points were brought up before the park was mentioned.  

 

7. Subcommittee Comments 

Earlier in the meeting, Bruce wanted a moment to explain the Subcommittee process, the need for 

Executive Sessions, and how Surran’s proposed park would fit in. Bruce wanted people to be aware that 

both projects can be pursued in parallel. This item was not discussed any further. 

Bruce asked when the citizens might vote on the next part of this project; Freeman, Bob, and Julie stated 

that the signing of the MOU, Options Agreement, and transfer of property are actions by the Select Board. 

Bob mentioned that the MOU becomes a public document before being voted on by the Select Board. 

Bruce asked when these documents are available for public viewing; Julie said when it is on a Select Board 

agenda for acceptance, and that document will then be posted on the Town website the Thursday before 

the meeting.  

 

8. Executive Session pursuant to 1 M.R.S.A. §405 (6) (C) to discuss existing proposals 

Bob-Ben motioned to enter executive session. Motioned passed 5-0. 

 

9. Motions outside of Executive Session 

No motions were made. 

 

10. ADJOURN 


